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Executive Summary
GROWTH, EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABILTY
"Mobyeat is the first" Mobile first "solution in the restaurant business in Europe. It is a branded or personalized
app, which, to differentiate from the others, is aimed at the growth of the restaurant (and not just the end
user), as it helps restaurant owners grow their loyal customer base whilst increasing efficiency & reducing
waste and costs by digitalizing their menu.
Mobyeat aims at helping its customers grow, being more efficient and becoming more sustainable.
Mobyeat is the appetite for your restaurant. It is the first mobile first solution that offers a branded app to
the world of catering in Europe. Unlike all the other players in the market that aim at the pure benefit of the
end user, our offer is aimed at the growth of the restaurant

Vision: Your branded App! Every restaurant should have a digital menu. Sustainability. No more flyers, no
more printed menus, no more waste. Let’s maximise the efficiency of all our restaurants particularly
concerning the food that gets thrown away.
Mission: to create a social platform for food and drink payments and for “mobile first” order that enables
users to easily order any type of food and allows restaurants to open other sales channels and increase
customer loyalty.

PROBLEM
There is a need in the food delivery or takeaway market for a product aimed at the growth of the restaurant
and not only the end user. There are various players that are concerned only about the end users. The
restaurant has been taken out of the value added chain in the Foodtech M-commerce world and we believe
that the restaurant is (and therefore should be treated as) the most important player in this value chain.

SOLUTION
The solution to this is a “branded” app where the restaurant is autonomous in changing his menu, his prices,
setting promotions and generally making the most out of his customers. With Mobyeat, the restaurant is
basically in control of his own market.

TARGET MARKET
As we will see later, the market for home delivery/take away is a fast growing market. There is currently a
boom in Italy (and Europe) for these types of restaurants. Current estimate is that there around 20.000 of
these restaurants in Italy. Our ideal customer is a local takeaway pizza guy who does home delivery and
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maybe has 1 or more locations, his entrepreneurial mind wants to grow. He has to be someone who has
looked at the offers in the market already but none really satisfy him because they don’t really relate to his
business. In fact, the majority of Mobyeat’s competition don’t take into consideration at all the restaurant’s
interests. They are only concerned about creating a market for the end users and mostly disregarding almost
always the restaurant’s needs, even forcing it to make discounts/offers whenever they decide.

TAM
Our total available or addressable market is everybody that has a restaurant, chain of restaurants or
possesses a food outlet. Currently, in Italy there are around 25.000 potential reachable restaurants that come
under this segment. If we take the top ten European countries then we have a huge potential market of a
quarter of a million restaurants!
Another channel that we aim to penetrate is the OEM market of developers. Offer an OEM product for
developers who wish to have a personable app for the restaurant market to offer to their customers. Total
number of developers of this market is estimated to be around 2.000.

SAM
The segmented market we want to approach is the segment that we are currently dealing with at the
moment. That is the take away/home delivery market in the non-main cities in Italy. That is to say the cities
that are out with the provincial capitals of Italy). The reason we would like to “attack” this market is to avoid
the big competition cities that Justeat and Ubereats are focusing on. Once we gain success and cashflow in
the “smaller” cities then we can upscale to the capitals.

SOM
From the potential 250.000 restaurants that we first calculated in our TAM we will strive at capturing at least
2 % of the market in the first year(s) of business equating to 5.000 restaurants! Later on we can see the sales
volume and EBIT that this should generate

COMPETITION
The table below, sums up the current competition that we have
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The main competitor in Europe is undoubtedly Justeat but nobody specifically sets out to do as we see (cover
the restaurants’ needs). To this effect, there are no real competitors in Europe. Ristoranti.it is probably the
biggest. Nobody, apart from these, offers a personalized app on the market today. This is the real key! We
firmly believe that in addition to a superb product with great feel and "style", the way in which we
communicate to the world is extremely important (look at the "why-how-what" communication process).
This also includes the name of the product or the brand. We are sure to have a "multilingual" brand that can
be easily adapted to different markets with the name "Moby". Almost all the competitors in Italy and in
Europe come from the era of online ordering. That is, turn on your computer and you can order. Even the
JustEat logo has the mouse arrow in the "A" of eat. Even if the model is similar, we believe that the foodtech
world requires a totally different approach. Mobyeat will be the first exclusive mobile ordering platform to
help restaurants and increase customer satisfaction.

TEAM
We are two European entrepreneurs with a fairly mixed background covering managerial, operational,
technical, commercial and financial roles. We aim to soak up as much as possible of the € 50B yearly (and
fast growing) European foodtech market.
Here are our LinkedIn profiles,
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julio-gonzalez-boyle-99a0096/
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/maurizioconfortin/
after having initially invested €25k in the company we are looking for our first round of financing of €300k so
we can get the company up and running from the cradle. Money will split 3 ways.
Product management.
It is no coincidence that the majority of our first customers have more than one site. We need to improve
the product so that it can deal with multiple sites. The MVP that we created doesn’t have this option and so
the customers with multiple sites have had to have “N” number of apps created.
Digital marketing
After joining the slashers club Mr. Montemagno has definitely shown us the advantages of the beautiful tool
that is digital marketing. In 2 months, we have activated 4 Facebook campaigns; video views, reach, Ongoing
lead generation & engagement. With a slim budget of a couple of hundred euros per month we have seen a
dramatic increase in leads, views and all round brand awareness growth. We are sure that a third of our first
cash injection can be put to great use in, mainly attracting customers but mainly getting the word out that
Mobyeat is the “the only app for the restaurant/take away/ home delivery business”
Sales force
Again, a third of the sum will be put towards following up all the leads that we have accumulated in our
digital marketing strategy

Margin is around 70%, so a truly profitable business. In the table below you can see a quick calculation
regarding turnover data

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Let’s look at some financial projections.

Simulation parameters:

Volume per restaurant

No of weekly orders: ……………………………..90 (15 of which with Paypal or Crcr)
Medium value of the order:…………………..€ 15

Restaurant offerting

Monthly cost: ……………………………………….€ 30
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Setup fee: ……………………………………………€ 100
Commission: ………………………………………..€ 0,99 (for Paypal e/o Crcr transaction)

Agent Commissions
Monthly fee: ……………………………………….50%
Setup fee: ……………………………………………50%

Other costs
Marketing material: …………………………..€ 10
Fixed cost:………………………………………….€ 15.000 first year
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Breakeven graph
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Break-even analysis: shows us break-even points as a function of restaurant numbers along the x-axis. As
we can see the break-even point is found at the value of 30 restaurants. Once 30 restaurants have signed
up to the normal order entry, then we can start to get a profitable deal.
As we can see, the deal is very profitable after the 1000 restaurants value.
the data used in the parameters is data that we have taken from restaurant surveys

MILESTONES
After almost one year on the market, Mobyeat is dealing with its first 30 customers, 5 of whom have opted
for the branded app. Here you can see an example of a branded app that we have made.
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In total, we are at the 3.500 orders processed through our system mark and 1000 end users have downloaded
AND registered on one of our apps. Here we estimate the download to register ratio to be 3:1, so therefore
in total around 3.000 downloads of our apps.
Aim for the remainder of the year is to advance our offering to the whole of Italy and reach the golden 100
customer benchmark. After which, we can concentrate on penetrating other European markets with the
same approach. Total goals is to reach 1000 customers within 2 years and 5.000 customers within 4 to 5
years.

OPPORTUNITY
Since Foodora sold their Italian operations after issues with the government, there has been a clear
opportunity in the market for a B2B product that is aimed directly at the interests of the restaurants and not
the consumer. This softens the conflict between the often underpaid riders and allows the restaurants to
focus on their markets directly without the need of a third party. We want to tap into this new, niche market.
The target market will be the small to medium size pizza, fast food autonomous restaurants that are booming
in the ever growing population city landscapes. These entrepreneurs are well aware of the competitive
advantage that we can give them with a custom app as an alternative to the “normal” apps or services that
are available in the market. These restaurant owners know, deep down, that the current market offerings go
against their interests in the long run. Up until now, at least in Europe, a product that protects the restaurants
and helps them grow in their own free markets doesn’t exist. If we look across the pond, then we can identify
ourselves with a product/ service similar to the American Chownow.
In the future, the services we sell will expand to products. We already offer personalized flyers, personalized
pizza cartons and QR codes to restaurants, all with the aim of digitalizing them more and more.
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PRODUCT & SERVICE
The app “for restaurants” allows the restaurant owner or manager to deal with the orders in cloud, directly
from his mobile phone. The personalization of the product and the fact that it is the only app that specifically
deals with the restaurants’ interests will be key to the success. Future products that we can work on will
evolve around the extras services the restaurants deal with, like an app to track the rider from a customer
side but also from the restaurant side.
Together with this service, we also offer “marketing packages” to help the restaurant get the word out that
he has an app and opened but a new channel for accepting orders.
Converting existing restaurants that only do takeaway to doing home delivery is another major factor in our
commercial success. As we gradually grow the business, our marketing efforts should evolve around this as
the home delivery market is a fast-growing market.
Mobyeat is founded on the principle that if you can create value and profit, making people's lives easier
through current retail, then you have a winning combination. Let's say, the digitization of the restaurant. The
service will be paid monthly by restaurants, allowing them to open new revenue channels and, at the same
time, to collect valuable information on the habits of their customers. The key to success is the monetization
of information that restaurants will have collected. Mainly, we will focus on managing the promotions that
restaurants can handle. A common problem for the consumer is to be able to efficiently cope with the
promotions that are currently on paper. With Mobyeat, restaurants will be able to digitally send promotions
to customers who will automatically receive discounts when they pay through our platform. Not only will the
restaurants benefit from this, but also the consumer. This will be done through a points system. The more
the consumer adheres to specific restaurant promotions and the more "points" he receives with Mobyeat.
The restaurants will obviously have access to the full range of statistics, which, before Mobyeat, were able
to access with great difficulty. Examples are: ordering times, ordering trends and high season. Another
important function of the service will be the monetization of the ingredients for the dishes that the
restaurants will prepare. It will be much easier to plan ingredients purchases using Mobyeat data. In addition,
restaurants can make ups and cross-sells easier and simpler. The main advantage is the huge savings on waste
which represents a considerable cost in the HO.RE.CA world. Our biggest competitor in Europe, "Just Eat",
does not have this function.

The technical structure is as follows:
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JAM5=MOBYEAT.
DRUKS= RESTAURANT
Backend
Frontend

Being already at breakeven point, we aim for a first round of liquidity injection of € 300 thousand. This will
lead us to the next level that will allow us to consolidate on the Italian market and expand on the European
continent. After 18 months, another liquidity injection of € 500 thousand will be required for further
expansion. The turnover targets of € 1m, € 3million and € 10m will be achieved during this period. The Gross.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths
Innovation and new technology for restaurants
Low cost of labour
Mobile first
Design, functionality and practicality
Opportunities
Rapid expansion of the M-commerce and food
delivery
Many (all) competitors haven’t adopted the niche
custom app strategy

Weaknesses
Competition more advanced than us
Our brand is still relatively unknown
Resources are limited
Threats
HORECA players not very open to new technology
Uncertainty in the general European market
Technological change is very quick

Market Analysis
TARGET CUSTOMER B2B
Although the application has 3 main uses (home delivery, take-out and on-site order), the first year of activity
will be focused solely on the home delivery market. The implementation of the application will then take
place by offering it for take-away restaurants (the food is ordered remotely and then picked up by the
restaurant). The third phase includes on-site orders, where consumers can order from within the restaurant
without having to wait for the waiter to take their order or even before they arrive physically at the
restaurant. Another sector of the market that we would like to mention, but separately, is the market for
customized applications. We all know that even the standard restaurant has its own website. We anticipate
the same trend for mobile applications. In the next 3 years this trend will begin to develop, so restaurants
will begin to see the need for their own personalized application. We are well positioned to take this market
which is worth more than 50,000 restaurants per European nation.
With this idea, we would like to say that first we will focus our efforts on restaurants that offer home delivery
of food within a certain radius for free or for a small fee.
A first analysis of the market (through a general research since there are no official market data) indicates
that the 5 major European countries have about 20,000 restaurants with home delivery. The average order
for this type of meal is € 15. Within a couple of years, we foresee a radical change in the way individuals will
pay through their smartphone. Google Wallet to many others are trying to make the smartphone a wallet
where one can pay with NFC technology for example. We see ourselves as the vanguard of this revolution,
by adapting our applications / services to allow different payments in restaurant

MARKETING PLANS AND ACTIONS

The very first step is to aim at a small group of cities in Italy where we can promote the product in its first
phase. We decided to go against the "major" cities where our competitors have already taken hold (to name,
Rome, Milan and Turin), but to set cities around our area where there is much less competition. If we assume
that there are 200 cities throughout Italy, then each of these three Capitals should have up to 100 home
delivery services. In the alpha phase, we plan to choose between 3 and 5 restaurants to try and test the
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product. Give them 100% support in everything they do and focus on the yield of the perfect product and
offering splendid customer service.
During the first 6 months after the alpha phase, we aim to reach 100 restaurants. A key factor when entering
the scene on the restaurants is B2C marketing, in order to make the brand known to end users. We will have
to persistently promote the name to help the restaurant offer it to its customers.
After the first 6 months and / or 100 thousand euros of sales, the aim is to develop the country manager /
distribution strategy in Spain, Great Britain, Germany, Benelux and France within the year. We will replicate
the Italian model.

During the second year, we will begin to focus on other channels and on more specific indirect sales.
Partnerships with POS producers for restaurants, TV channels that sell movies on smart TV (see Netflix) who
want to make up-sell of take-away food together with the film through our platform and look at different
types of restaurants, such as street food. In addition similar sectors may be those specific to a certain country
(for example, ice cream vans in GB or milk delivery, tapas streets in Spain and beach umbrellas in Italy). These
other channels will adopt the name of the moby brand but in a specific sector. Examples: mobyicecream,
mobybeach, mobycinema, mobybar, mobyfilm. We like to play on words, combining the friendly, acclaimed
worldwide and recognizable Moby Dick whale with the fact that it is mobile. It's really swanky! The logo
format will remain unchanged to be easily recognizable. After the second year, our foreign distribution
partners can also look at indirect sales channels within their own country. This will identify with national
managers who will be responsible for 100% of the product / business in their specific country. It is only after
the third year that we place the order on the spot where the restaurants offer on-site ordering and all our
sales channels can promote this type of service from our platform.
The service is unique as it will be the first “mobile first” company for ordering food online. All our competition
has started and launched its business models around the home computer. We are smartphone / tablet
specialists.
It will be nice and easy to use. It will promote a sense of reliability such that the user will not feel worried if
he has his own wallet with him or not while he is ordering food. The long-term image we want to obtain is
similar to that of the Diner's club credit card where you can eat without your wallet or without having cash.
Digital marketing will play a major role in attracting new customers. In fact, we plan to spend a third of our
budget, after our first round of cash injection, on lead generation.

PRICING
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€30/month

To be discounted

This sums up our pricing model in a better way:

€75/month
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The restaurant will have complete control of his digital menu, be it on the Mobyeat app or the branded app
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The market will be positioned on a European scale. The first step is a direct entry into the application by
promoting it directly to restaurants and then using the restaurant for promotion through the customer base.
This will be done by agents who already sell other products to restaurants and who can offer it in crossselling. After 6 months, we will implement the indirect channel. The indirect channel is the promotion to
companies, like the POS companies that already sell something similar to restaurants. Our goal is to have
strategic partners / area managers in all European countries. The emerging Asia and Africa market will be
seen after 5 years.

B2C
Although the service is an APP for the consumer, we believe that the main objective of attracting its download
is through the restaurants and their promotions. Work should be done to sell the APP in the Appstore and
on Google Play (for the first year the promotions will be on these two platforms, but we are convinced that
the main marketing will be done through the restaurants that will make their customer download the app).
They will do this by explaining the competitive advantages of the custom app (reduced waiting time, easy
management of promotions, convenience, ordering when you want, no need to wait for us to answer the
phone, a fun app with great "feel"). Our role is to help the restaurants promote this to their customer base.
In the logo, that will allow restaurants to show off their app, we will place a QR code or a link that goes
directly to the application download. An important point to highlight is the fact that the first round of
marketing will be B2B (Mobyeat> Restaurants), as we seriously believe it is a gamble to promote the B2C,
before having at least 500 restaurants to our credit.
Through Facebook and other social networks, we will inform our B2C customers about promotions in certain
restaurants.
We will publish as much as we can to capture the target group we have previously mentioned.

The business model is presented as follows:
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Key partners: Partner chiave
Distribution partners: Partner di distribuzione
POS software houses: produttori di programmi POS
Key activities: attvità chiave
Web service and backend development: Servizio
web e sviluppo in backend
Mobile app development: Sviluppo applicazioni
mobile
Sales campaign: Campagna vendite
Key resources: Risorse chiave
Client App: Applicazione cliente
Backend App: Applicazione backend
Website: Sito web
Value proposition: proposte di valore
Realtionship: Relazioni
App automation: automazione applicazione
Customer care: servizio clienti
Customer segments: Segmenti clientela
Customer mobile smart users: Consumatori: utenti
di apparecchiature mobili smart
Restaurants home delivery and take away:
Ristoranti consegna a domicilio e d’asporto

Channels: canali
App and website: applicazioni e sito web
Backend App: Applicazione backend
Saleforce and support team: venditori e team di
support
Cost structure: Struttura dei costi
Hosting
Backend development: sviluppo backend
App development: Sviluppo applicazioni
Saleforce commissions and costi customer care:
commissioni sulle vendite e costi di servizio client
Revenue streams: flussi di entrate
Commissions: commissioni
In-app Advertising: Pubblicità In-App
Set up fee: Costo di attivazione
Monthly fee: costo mensile
Branded app fee: costo per branded app

